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Abstract: This article analyses the borrowed lexicon in Uzbek Language from other languages such 
as Arabic, Persian-Tajik and Russian and European words according to various factors into Uzbek 
language acquisition. Words are borrowed into literary language by translating more artistic, scientific, 
and political works. Borrowed words will be adapted to the linguistic rules of the language due to the 
norms of pronunciation.  
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摘要：本文根据影响乌兹别克语习得的各种因素，分析了从其他语言如阿拉伯语、波斯-塔吉

克语和俄语和欧洲词中借用的乌兹别克语词汇。 通过翻译更多的艺术、科学和政治作品，文

字被借用为文学语言。 由于发音规范，借用的单词将适应语言的语言规则。 

关键词：词、借词、层次、影响、词典、词汇、方言、乌兹别克语、波斯-塔吉克语、俄语、

阿拉伯语。 

Introduction 
Words from other languages, as the acquired 
layer, have a special role in the vocabulary of 
each language. The first information about the 
interaction of languages can be found in the 
works of Mahmud Kashgari, Mahmud 
Zamakhshari, Alisher Navoi and Zahiriddin 
Muhammad Babur.  
The interdependence of peoples led to the 
intermingling of languages and to the enrichment 
and development of that language. It is well 
known that the interaction of languages is one of 
the key features of the language development 
process. Usually, the acceptance of words from 
other languages in each language takes place on 
the basis of a new subject, the emergence of 
events and their expression. This causes new 
words to appear in languages. No language in the 
world as a whole can have a comprehensive 
vocabulary rich in words that exist only in their 

own language. Since the development of 
language is inextricably linked with the historical 
development of society, its lexical composition 
can comprehensively express any change in the 
life of society. Words and phrases from other 
languages, no matter how common they are 
among the people as a linguistic system 
representing the material and cultural life of that 
nation, are their own lexical fund of the adopted 
language. For example:  
From Arabic language: aholi (population); 
mehnat (labour); 
From Parsian language: atlas (atlas); oshpaz 
(cook); oftob (sun); anor (pomegranate); umid 
(hope); 
From Russian and with the help of it from 
Western European languages: pamidor (tomato); 
lift (lift); champion (champion);  
Such words have become the main wealth of the 
Uzbek language dictionary today. 
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There are various factors in language acquisition. 
On the one hand, certain assimilated linguistic 
units are derived from the spoken speech of a 
language, on the other hand, they are derived 
directly from that literary language itself. Words 
are borrowed into literary language by translating 
more artistic, scientific, and political works. In 
dialect, however, this is not the case. Borrowed 
words will be adapted to the linguistic rules of 
the language due to the norms of pronunciation. 
The lexicon of Uzbek language and Uzbek 
dialects also includes Arabic, Persian, Russian 
and European words.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Arabic borrowed lexicons 
The sources of word acquisition in the Uzbek 
language and Uzbek dialects were different. It is 
known that in chronological terms, Arabic and 
Persian-Tajik languages are mentioned as the 
earliest sources of word acquisition. Mirzaev 
writes about the acquisition of Arabic words in 
the Uzbek language and its dialects: Due to the 
conquest of Central Asia by Arab invaders in the 
7th century, the spread of the Arabic language 
and script, the introduction of Arabic education 
in schools and madrassas, and the introduction of 
Arabic words into local languages, including 
Uzbek and its local dialects.  
Arabic has held a similar position in Central Asia 
for three hundred years. That is why the Uzbek 
language and its dialects have a lot of words from 
Arabic. The level of use of Arabic words in 
dialects is not the same as in Uzbek literary 
language. Therefore, it is important to study the 
level of mastery of lexical grouping, semantic 
changes of Arabic words in the dictionary of 
Uzbek dialects. The Arabic words in the 
dictionary of Uzbek dialects can be divided into 
the following linguistic groups:  

a) Arabic words that have undergone 
phonetic changes:  

хəɔр//хəвəр //Lit.orth. habar(message);  
тухпə//тɔхфə //Lit.orth. tuhfа(gift); 
Arabic: tuhfа;  
нəлəт//Lit.orth. la’nat//Arabic: 
la’nat(damnation); 
əвҳəл//əвҳɔл//əҳвɔл//Lit.orth. 
аhvɔl(condition); Arabic: ahvol;  
ғəвғə//Kipchak: ғувғə//Lit.orth. 
g’avg’o(noise); Arabic: g’avg’o;  
хɔмулə//хɔмълə//Lit.orth. 
homila(embrion); Arabic: homila;  
мəккəм//мəҳкəм//Lit.orth. 
mahkam(firmly)//Arabic: mahkam.  

Although the Arabic words in the dialects have 
undergone phonetic changes, semantics in the 
Uzbek literary language are used.  

b) Words that have opposite meanings: 
 

Arabic meaning   Dialectal 
meaning 

Blind (could 
see)  

Blind (could not 
see) 

taloq (add, 
meeting)  

ажрəлъш-
divorce 

Zahmat (torlik, 
tanglik, siqib 
chiqarish- 
strain(tightness, 
narrow, squeezing) 

Og’ir mehnat-a 
hard work 

Vajoxat (taniqli, 
vajoxatli, ahamiyatli-
(behavior, popular, 
significant) 

jaxl bъlən -with 
anger 

c) Words with expanded meaning: 
 

Arabic meaning  Dialectal 
meaning 
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G’assol 
(yuvg’uchi) -cleaner 

eshtməslъkkа ɔlmɔq-
act smb.as if s/he does 
not hear  

G’ayir 
(raskchi)-jealious 

tez osadъgən, 
serg’ayrat-
hardworking 

Jo’bba (тўн)-
dressing gown for 
men 

Yosh bɔlələga 
kъydъrъlədъgən 
paxtali ko’ylak; 2) 
nъmchа-vest 

Words borrowed from Arabic in dialect apply to 
almost all spheres of social life of the local 
population. For examle:  

a) Arabic words denoting adjectives and 
nouns: 
- пəқър//Arabic: faqir//Lit.orth. 

faqir(poor);  
- ғəръп//Arabic: g’arib//Lit.orth. 

begona(strange), 
musofir(newcomer), 
kambag’al(poor), 
bechora(helpless); 

- кəззɔп//Arabic: kazzob//Lit.orth. 
yolg’onchi(liar), 
aldamchi(deceptive), 
munofiq(cheater);  

- зəйъп//Lit.orth. zaif(weak); 
b) Arabic words denoting to the names of 

the things: 
- сəндуқ//сəннуқ//Arabic: 

sandiq//Lit.orth. sandiq(box);  
- сəбун//сə: ун//Arabic: 

sabun//Lit.orth. sovun(soap);  
- қəпəс//қафас//Lit.orth. 

qafas(cage);  
- жɔ:ҳəр//жɔвҳəр//жəвҳар//Arabic: 

javhar//Lit.orth. gavhar(brilliant), 
qimmatbaho tosh(extremely 
expensive stone);  

c) Arabic words that introduce abstract 
concepts: 
- ғɔвғə//ғувға//Arabic: 

g’avg’o//Lit.orth. g’avg’o(strife);  
- муҳəббəт//Arabic: 

muxabbat//Lit.orth. 
muxabbat(love);  

- шəрəп//Lit.orth. sharaf, 
faxr//Arabic: sharaf(honor);  

Such words are common in dialectal speech. 
Words from Arabic take Uzbek and Tajik 
suffixes in Uzbek literary language and dialects 
and create new meaningful words with their 
participation. For example:  

- хəɔрчъ//Arabic: habar+ Uzb.chi; 
habarchi-messenger; 

- пъкърлəш//Arabic: pkъr+ 
Uzb.la+ш; fikrlash-think; 

- ҳълɔкɔр//Arabic: xila+Tajik.gar; 
hiylagar-tricker; 

- əмəлпəрəс//Arabic: 
amal+Tajik.parast; amalparast-
careerist; 

- мəйлъсбɔз//Arabic: 
majlis+Tajik.boz; majlisboz-a 
person who likes gathering stuff. 

It seems that in both literary language and 
dialects, Arabic words have been completely 
borrowed.  
Results and Discussions 
Persian-Tajik borrowed lexicons 
The historical roots of the Uzbek language and 
its dialects, the Persian-Tajik language as a 
linguistic source, go back to ancient times. The 
Uzbek and Tajik peoples have lived side by side 
for a long time and have always had economic, 
socio-economic and cultural relations with each 
other. As a result of this interaction, words from 
Uzbek to Tajik and from Tajik to Uzbek were 
learned. It is known that the Arab rule in Central 
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Asia decreased and the Samaniy state was 
established. This state lasted until 999. Its capital 
was Bukhara. It should be noted that in the IX-X 
centuries the Iranian-speaking population living 
in Movarounnahr and Khorasan were called Dari 
and Tajiks. "Forsiyi Dari(Persian dari)", the 
Persian literary language, was the basis of the 
spoken language of the Tajiks living in 
Khorasan. By the 11th century, Persian had again 
become the official language of science, 
literature, culture, and the state. Bilingualism, 
which is the result of the intermingling of the 
Uzbek and Tajik languages, is widespread 
among the people living in Samarkand and 
Bukhara, Fergana and Kashkadarya regions, 
including some districts of Navoi region. In these 
regions there is still one of the peculiarities of the 
linguistic-historical process - the phenomenon of 
bilingualism.  
The Uzbek language and all its dialects have 
lexical units that are historically and genetically 
related to the Persian-Tajik language. It is known 
that the words learned are first subject to the 
requirements of the phonetic laws of that 
language. Assimilated words that have been used 
for many years become their own words in the 
language of the people who speak that language, 
and may not even differ. Some Tajik-Persian 
words do not change in the Uzbek literary 
language and dialects. For example: 
пəрваръш(parvarish-cure), беҳъ(behi-
quince), рəҳбəр(rahbar-leader), дутɔр(dutor-
musical instrument), ғорə(g’o’ra-unnpened 
fruit of an apricot tree), гелɔс(gilos-sweet 
cherry), ɔшпəз(oshpaz-chef), əнɔр(anor-
pomegranate), ɔвɔз(ovoz-voice).  
Sometimes there are Persian-Tajik words that are 
used with some phonetic changes, for example:  
бəг (barg-leaf), əвɔз (ovoz-voice), бувə//бɔвə 
(bobo-grandad), жу:ɔн (juvon-mrs.), хор 

(ho’r-chore), ɔзɔт (uzet-pass), ɔптɔп (oftob-
sun), пɔсвɔн (posbon-sentry), пɔкузə (pokiza-
pristine), бəрхəм(barham-end), 
зəнжъл(zanjir-chain), сəузъ(sabzi-carrot), 
кəɔп(kasb-job).  
Some Persian-Tajik words are preserved only in 
dialects, and in the literary language there are 
cases when those concepts are expressed by other 
names. For example: 
The Persian-Tajik word g’olagir (Uzbek: 
lo’mboz) is also found in dialects. Its meaning is 
the same as in the Persian-Tajik language, but in 
the dialects the mud spread on the roof of the 
house is called 
ғўлəгър//ғўлəнгър(g’o’legir/g’o’lengr). Or in 
dialects, the word spider(o’rgumchak) is used as 
a тɔртəнəк, as in Persian-Tajik. As Уйнънг 
шъпънъ тɔртəнəк бɔсъптъ(uyning shiftini is 
bosibdi). In dialects, the word  yenglik the word 
for the thickest, which is used to break bread 
from the tandir(oven, special tool for baking 
bread)  and which is worn to the elbow to protect 
the hand from the fire, is represented by the word 
ɔстънча(ɔstncha)  (Tajik. ostin, F. Z. T. 1, 929 - 
part of a garment). There are many examples of 
Persian-Tajik words not used in literary 
language, but still used in dialects:  

- зɔмъчə//зɔмучə //Lit.orth. 
handalak(early melon)//Tajik: 
zomucha; 

- пɔйъч//Lit.orth. oyoq 
kiyimsiz(without shoes)//Tajik: 
пой; 

- йəвɔн//йаван//Lit.orth. dala, 
dasht(field)//Tajik: yobon;  

- əкун //Lit.orth. endi(now)//Tajik: 
aknun;  

- бɔ//Lit.orth. yana(else), 
тəғън//Lit.orth. boz;  
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- конə//Lit.orth. eski(old)//Tajik: 
kona;  

- нушхут//Lit.orth. qoldiq //Tajik: 
nishxot; 

- до:лəп//Lit.orth. to’polon(noise), 
ser odam//Tajik: do:lap; 

- тəппɔт//Lit.orth. issiq 
shamol(warm wind)//Tajik: 
Tappot;  

- гəзəмбур//зəмбур//зəнбур//Lit.ort
h. ari//Persian: zanbur; 

- пъшəк//Lit.orth. 
mushuk(cat)//Persian: pishak 

Words from Persian-Tajik language are 
sometimes synonymous with some words in 
Uzbek language. For example: jəng(fight), 
bəhɔr(spring), ɔhang(rythm), ɔvoz(voice), 
do’st(friend), rang(color), Persian-Tajik words 
such as war in Uzbek, ko’kləm(spring),  
kuy(music), tɔvush(voice), o’rtɔq(friend), 
tus(color), used in conjunction with the words, 
served to enrich the synonymous line of the 
Uzbek language. Words that have a general 
meaning include Persian-Tajik words: yer-
zəmъn(yer-zamin), kəsp-hunər(kasb-hunar), 
puxtə-pъshqқ(puxta-pishiq), hъylə-
nəyrəng(xiyla-nayrang), chəngt-tөzɔn(chang-
to’zon), nɔlə-fъg’ɔn(nola-fig’on), yɔr-
ɔg’əynъ(yor-og’ayni), pənd-nəsъhət(pand-
nasihat), shərm-həyɔ(sharm-xayo), es-
hush(es-xush), chөp-həs(cho’p-has), ənъq-
rəvshən(aniq-ravshan), rəng-tus(rang-tus). 
If one component of these words are Persian-
Tajik words: shъrъn-shəkər(shirin-shakar), 
sərsɔn-sərgərdɔn(sarson-sargardon), 
sərəmjɔm-sərъshtə(saramjon-sarishta),  yɔr-
bъrɔdər(yor-birodar), yɔr-dоst(yoru-do’st), 
yɔr-ɔshnə(yoru-oshna), ləp-dəhən(lafz-
dahan), both parts of the pair are composed of 
Persian-Tajik words. 

The closeness of the cultural and literary 
traditions of the Uzbek and Tajik peoples has led 
to the emergence of many commonalities in the 
lexicon and various special terminology. Since 
most of the words from the Persian-Tajik 
language are connected with specific things, they 
are firmly rooted in the richness of the Uzbek 
language.  

Food names:  
қəн//Lit.orth. qand(sweet);  
нɔ:ɔт//нə: ɔт//Lit.orth. novvot(special 

preapared sweet);  
шъргуруч//Lit.orth. shirguruch(boiled 

rice and milk); 
шўрбɔ//Lit.orth. sho’rva(soup);  
кəбɔп//кəбɔб//Lit.orth. kabob(kebab);  
мəшəвə//Lit.orth. moshova(moshkichra);  
хɔрдə//Lit.orth. ho’rda(special boiled 

liquid meal); 
         Parts of clothing and their accessories: 
         йəктəй//Lit.orth. yaktak;  
         кəллəпош//кəлəпош//Lit.orth. 
kallapo’sh//do’ppi; 
         ɔстəр//Lit.orth. astar;  
         чɔпɔн//чəпəн//Lit.orth. cho’pon; 
Words denoting the names of plant and vegetable 
products: 
бəг//Lit.orth. barg(leaf);  
бедə//Lit.orth. bede(alfalfa);  
гулɔс//Lit.orth. olcha(cherry;  
шəптɔлъ//Lit.orth. shaftoli(peach);  
зɔмучə//Lit.orth. handalak(early melon);  
бърънж//Lit.orth. guruch(rice). 
Words denoting household items:  
шɔхə//Lit.orth. panshaha(tool);  
кɔсə//кəсə //Lit.orth. kosa(bowl);  
чурɔқ//чърɔғ//Lit.orth. chiroq(light);  
ғəлвур//Lit.orth. g’alvir(sieve);  
əнгъшпɔнə//Lit.orth. anguvshona(thimble);  
кəпкър//Lit.orth. kafgir(skimmer). 
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In addition, some words become adjectives, 
denoting character, taste and color: 
хɔмуш//Lit.orth. homush(upset); 
хушəвɔз//Lit.orth. hushovoz(dulcet);  
хунуй//Lit.orth. xunuk(ugly); 
гумрɔҳ//Lit.orth. gumroh(unawear);  
дълɔзɔр//Lit.orth. dilozor(wrongdoer);  
сəфъд//Lit.orth. oq(white), toza(clean). 
Since a word that enters a particular language 
expresses a concept that exists in that language, 
it is firmly entrenched in the vocabulary of that 
language and can be used as the word of that 
language itself. By studying dialects, we learn 
the history and culture of this people. This is not 
only a source for the study of language history 
and linguistic processes, but also provides 
conclusions that are important for elucidating the 
history and mentality of the people. Words from 
the Persian-Tajik language are one such source.  
Russian-international borrowed lexicons 
The lexical layer of any language is a source that 
testifies to the history of that nation. The lexicon 
of the Uzbek language and its dialects fully 
reflects the history of the people in relation to 
other parts of the language, its way of life, 
relations with other peoples, professions, 
traditions, worldview, the history of the Uzbek 
people in general.  
Words from other languages also play a role in 
enriching the vocabulary of Uzbek language and 
dialects. It is known that the Uzbek language and 
dialects in the dictionary form a unique lexical 
system of words from Russian and through it 
from European languages.  
The impact of Russian on Uzbek is a much 
deeper and more complex process. The political, 
economic, and cultural relations between the two 
peoples over a period of more than a century have 
paved the way for the linguistic influence to pass 
in two directions, both through writing and 

through oral communication. The influence of 
the Russian language on the Uzbek language is 
especially noticeable in the lexicon. 
The acquisition of words from Uzbek and 
European languages into Uzbek and vernacular 
is a very large amount. Uzbek and its dialects can 
be classified into thematic groups as follows: 
words from Russian and European languages. 
They adapted to the speech of the dialect 
representatives and underwent various phonetic 
changes.  
Words and terms related to science, technology 
and industry: 
унстътут//Lit.orth. institut(institute);  
тълвъзър//Lit.orth. televizr(television);  
мɔшънə//Lit.orth. mashina(car);  
əптɔбус//Lit.orth. avtobus(bus);  
зəвут//Lit.orth. zavod(factory); 
пɔйъз//Lit.orth. poyezd(train);  
пəбръкə//Lit.orth. fabrika(factory);  
трɔмбəй//Lit.orth. tramvay(tram);  
Agricultural words and terms:  
 
бъргəт//Lit.orth. brigadier(task master);  
трəктър//Lit.orth. traktor(tractor);  
кəммəйън//Lit.orth. kombayn(combine);  
дəмбə//Lit.orth. to’g’on(dam); 
Words and terms related to trade and 
commerce:  
лəрък//Lit.orth. laryok(laryok);  
бупът//Lit.orth. bufet(buffet);  
йəрмəркə//йɔрмəркə//Lit.orth. yarmarka(fair);  
тɔ:əр//Lit.orth. tovar(good);  
Words and terms related to literature, art, 
culture and education:  
 
пуйзəш//Lit.orth. pezaj(lanscape);  
мəнəлɔй//Lit.orth. monolog(monologue);  
тъйəтр//Lit.orth. teatr(theatre);  
клуп//Lit.orth. klub(club); 
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гəзет//гɔзетə//Lit.orth. gazeta(newspaper);  
Words and terms used to describe food, 
clothing, and household items:  
 
пъчънə//Lit.orth. pechenya(cracker);  
кəстум//Lit.orth. kostyum(suit);  
пəтънкə//Lit.orth. botinka(boots);  
стɔл//Lit.orth. stol(table);  
A linguistic analysis of these words and terms in 
terms of which language they belong to helps to 
determine their etymology. For example:  
 
вəлəсəпът//вəлсəпед//Lit.orth. velosiped; 
French: Verocipede; Latin: Veloқ - тез + peқ - 
оёқ;  
курɔт//Lit.orth. kurort; German: кurort; киr - 
Davolanish+ ort - жой;  
əгрəнəм//əгрəнɔм//Lit.orth. agronom; Greek: 
adroқ -dala;  
тълпɔн//Lit.orth. telefon; Greek: tele - узоқ + 
phone - tovush;  
əптъкə//Lit.orth. apteka; Polyak: aрteka; Greek: 
ароtheke - ombor;  
букс//Lit.orth.boks; English: box-zarba;  
пръгəт//Lit.orth. brigade; Frech:briga-de;  
бупът//Lit.orth. buffet; French: beffet - bufet;  
кəлуш//Lit.orth. kalish; Russian: galosha; 
German: galosh; kaloқehe//Latin: ñalopedeia – 
yog’och boshmoq, kavush;  
кирагас//Lit.orth. kerogaz; English: кeroқen; 
Greek: kiroқ - qum + gaz;  
пəмъдур//Lit.orth. pomidor; Italian: рomidoro – 
oltin olma.  
Conclusion 
Revolutionary changes in society in recent years 
have also led to the enrichment of the lexical 
content of the language. Discoveries in science 
and technology have led to the introduction of 
new words into our language. Having gained its 
independence, the Republic of Uzbekistan has 

established diplomatic relations with the most 
developed countries of the world, the United 
States, Britain, France and Germany, established 
cooperation with them, established factories and 
joint ventures with them. This relationship is, of 
course, reflected in language. A few years ago, 
words from other languages passed through 
Russian, but today, thanks to independence and 
friendly relations, they enter Uzbek and its 
dialects directly.  
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